Exercises for LAB 3
Deadline: 14/03/2016, 16:00. Only handwritten solutions will be accepted!

1- Write an anonymous block to print squares of numbers 1 to 10 on the screen like the example below: You will ask the user to enter the number from the keyboard, increment the number by 1 and print it square till 10. Use FOR LOOP

Square of 1 is 1
Square of 2 is 4
Square of 3 is 9
.
.
.
Square of 10 is 100

2- Change question 1 to print the sum of the squares after the last line. Use FOR LOOP

3- Print all odd numbers between 1 and 20 on the screen.

4- Write an anonymous block to produce an output like below:

******
******
*****
****
***
**
*

5- Repeat Task 1 and 2 using WHILE LOOP and BASIC LOOP.